Dear Parents
Greetings from the School!!!
We are happy to announce latest achievements of the school
1. Geetika Dahiya of class VII secured first position in 3000 m race and 2nd position in 800 m race in Khel
Mahakhumbh held at Tau Devi Lal stadium. Further she won 1st position in Reliance Foundation Youth
Sports Athletic meet in 600 m (U-14 & U-16). She also bagged 1st position in 800 m and 1500 m race at
inter DAV athletic meet at national level and selected for SGFI national U-19 girls. She represented the
school as well as the State in the athletic meet organized by AFI at Tirupati in 600 m race.
2. Rajat Dayma of class IX scored second position in long jump at inter DAV athletic meet and selected for
SGFI national U-19 boys.
3. Nikita and Mahi of class V won 3rd prize in Robofest competition organized by RoboGenius held at
Suncity School sec 54.
4. Haryana State Council for Child Welfare has organized various events to mark the celebration of
Children’s Day; our students’ achievements are as follows.
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Category
Name
Position
Declamation
Khushi (X)
2nd
Quiz
Mayank(IX) , Arpan(X)
2nd
Fun Games (Boys)
Shakti(IX)
2nd
Candle Decoration
Shristi (VI)
3rd
Fancy Dress Competition
Pragya (V)
Consolation
Group Song
3rd
Khushi of class (X) grabbed first position in District Level Painting Competition organized by
‘Ayushman Bharat’.
Tinkering Fest was organized by DAV Sector 49 where robotics workshop and programming on Avishkar
Maker Studio was organized. Our young achievers, Aditya and Riya of class VII participated and marked
their presence by grabbing second and third position in the competition.
Please note down the following points:
Exams are a crucial part of education and the source of stress for many students. In order to avoid
crippling anxiety from these pesky evaluations, it is important to approach them with a clear mind and an
understanding of how to deal with stressful situations more broadly.
Winters are not just about braving the chill in the air and stepping out of your cosy blanket. What the
season also brings with itself are a host of illnesses. So, before the illnesses knock our kids door, just take
good care of them, have good diet.
Winter brings one more thing in Delhi-NCR, POLLUTION. Recent data released by the World Health
Organization (WHO) shows that air pollution has a vast and terrible impact on child health and survival.
Consult doctor for any unusual symptom of illness.
The facility of internet is required to monitor the usage of this wonderful technology by your ward so that
he/she does not misuse the internet access. It is advisable to route your child’s E-mail through your
account and share their password. Also, keep the computer in a central family location, not in the child’s
room. The usage of computer should be a family activity.
As winter School timings are from 7.55 am to 2.25 pm, not send your ward before 7.45 am
Encourage your ward to read good books or play games, instead of viewing TV.
Parents are also requested to send only candies on their wards’ birthdays (avoid packed food or aerated
drinks). Students from class VI onwards should be in school uniform even on their birthday.
Head Mistress

Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has apprised all its affiliated schools to use latest political map
of India. Maps are an essential part of Social Science curriculum; hence we are sharing the latest political map
prepared by the Survey of India (also available on their official website).

